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01 Background & Objective 
01 backaround & ob ective 
Background: 
Streetscape in our grown district has a specific quality that facilities an intimate 
relationship between residents, pedestrians & retailers. Also, it promotes an 
intense street life and activity pattern, and even generates economic value for 
small business parties. 
City fabrics transform as city regeneration proceeds. The current urban 
transformation of grown district considers factors within its own building area, so, 
the streetscape quality is in less concern. Streetscape falls in the gap between 
planning and building parties. 
"The su叩osed shortage of land for development continues to create high land 
values and goes some way to rationalize continuing redevelopment up to maximum 
allowable physical densities despite the under utilization of some building land, 
such as obsolete flatted factory sites. At the same time older low rise street 
buildings in the heart of Wan Chai, one of the most historic parts of Hong Kong, 
are being resumed at up to three times the market rate to facilitate comprehensive 
urban renewal." 
Shaping the city 
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Business District in H Background & Objective 
Different treatmenton the streetscaDe 
U I M H ^ 
Social Research 
Redevelopment News - SCMP 19th Nov 2009 
Urban Renewal Authority told to 
make smaller and cheaper flats 
Joyce Ng 
The Urban Renewal Authority 
should be required to provide a cer-
tain number of small and cheaper 
flats in its redevelopment projects, 
surveyors have proposed. 
David Tse Kin-wah, chairman of 
the Royal Institution of Chartered 
Surveyors' task force on urban-
• renewal strategy, said redevelops 
ment prajectszwrere delivering mostly 
duxuryflats^ addingthatitwas not the 
right direction for the authority. 
"Urban renewal should not deliv-
er just luxury flats. It should be diver-
sified to 
[groupis/'hesaid. 
Tse cited as an example The 
M^t^iece' , a Tsim Sha Tsui project 
delivered by New World Develop-
ment and the authority, in which one 
flatsoldformorethan 晒 3 0 ; 0 0 _ f � 
sqiiafe:fci5t in September. 
He said the government could 
make it a condition in the land lease 
that a number of small flats；将300toi 
HOO再fOeach, be built 
"This would also make it more 
aceliimitoithearedevelopmentlif they “ 
so wish." 
Tse said a key issue of the current 
reviewofurban-renewal strategy was 
whether the authority should remain 
fself^firmcinjg] 
He suggested that this should end 
because it forced the authority to re-
build with a density high enou曲 to 
make income cover the cost of land 
acquisition. "The self-financing obli-
gation has also resulted in the fact 





The authority would then need 
more public fun Ang to execute these 
less pront-maiang projects, ana also 
heritage conservation work. 
Tse said his organisation would 
meet Development Bureau officials 
and the authority management early 
next month to present its proposals. 
The review of urban-renewal 
strategy, launched in July last year 
and aiming to get the community to. 
discuss various issues, ends in April. 
Maximize Property Value 
Financial Potentia 
oriented, some very poor 
living condition area is 
neglected. 
Original residents can no 
afford to go back. 
ong Kong 2030 strategy 
Section IV chapter 12 impact assessments 
In meeting the housing requirement of 924,000 units up to 2030, a relatively low proportion of the potential supply will come from redevelopment of private housing 
under our Preferred Development Option. The number of persons affected by urban renewal and clearance, and therefore the potential disruption to the existing social 
networks, should be kept to the minimum. As illustrated in Chapter 13，while the Urban Renewal Authority will continue its role in facilitating redevelopment, more 
emphasis could be placed on rehabilitation to prolong building lifespan. 
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savethestreetraarket 
Save the street market: Hong Kong by DesigningHongKoijig www.savethestreetmarket.hk 
Hawkers have long been an integral part of the community and the number dramatically increased when post-war refugees re-started in Hong Kong by making their 
living as street traders. This dynamic resulted in a diverse culture and street life experience which Hong Kong became famous for. 
The development model over the past 20 years has replaced much of this with inward oriented shopping malls and podium based high rise developments which 
contributed little to neighborhood networks. 
The value of preserving and enhancing street markets goes well beyond job creation, as the markets are highly communicative and promote social bonding. The 
educational and existence value are equally high as markets visualize entrepreneurship and offer the public a window on, and connection with, Hong Kong's history 
as a city of traders. 
Street markets allow unskilled labour to start participating in the economy with little or no money. Income from their hard work is used to put their kids through school. 
The children of hawkers are likely NOT interested in their parents' hawker licences. With their education they move to Hong Kong's high value industries and in return 
look after their parents. 
Entrepreneurs starting their own businesses and growing them bigger has been the core of HK's culture and success. Without new licences Hong Kong's unskilled 
labour pool is denied this opportunity to start their own small business. In Peel Street we can see only the old, and it is obvious that some are about to die. We need 
new licences allowing the young and able to have a chance, and their energy will then rescue the market. 
Vibrant street markets give residents alternative shopping options and they are a proven sightseeing and shopping attraction for visitors.v 
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Background & Objective 
Ob ective: 
o 
By studying the streetscape quality of grown district, and urban context,丨 investigate into an approach that cultivates diversity of street life, and, further enhance the 
urban potential. 
The application in micro scale comes out from a urban scale consideration, and, in turn, contribute to the whole urban context. 
VIethod 
Identify the parameters that build up the specific streetscape qualities in gown districts, which create localized spatial qualities 
And then, explore variations by violating the combination of parameters. 
Intangible Streetlife Factors 
、、、 
Proportion of Street 
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02 Streetlife Research 
Research the Merit of street life: 
-Allow Diversity of intimate experience 
-Encourage Social 
Interaction 
-Encourage small business 
(Micro economy) 
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Grown district in Hong Kong 
ong Kong Overview 
Streetlife Research 
West Kowloon Fabric Shum Shui Po 
Grown District are distributed around HK, majority of West Kowloon fabric, including Tsim Sha Tsui, Mong Shum Shui Po, unlike Mong Kok or Tsim Sha Shui, 
them located at the two sides of victoria harbour. Kok & Shum Shui Po, is the busiest place in Hong is more an area with a balanced mix of domestic & 
Kong, it is also the biggest piece of grown fabric. commercial. 
sland Composition 





Vlarket Street Structure 
Occupying public space 
The shop behind and the temporary store is owned by the same person 
The shop behind is blocked by the store 
Streetlife Research 
Private • Public 
> 
YEE KUK STREET 
Back Lane Investigation 
— > 9 blocks in Shum Shui Po 
2 residences 
15 Shops (3 deep inside, 9 serves local) 
6 Barber shop,, 2 massage shop, 1 food shop 
4 recycle company, 1 cloth dying factory 
manufacturer 
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rban Proxinnity StreetliteResearch 
Gradation of privacy 
Change is affected by: Distance from entrance, Width of path, Turning of direction, Back lane's quality makes it a semi-private area owned by the neighborhood 






Gradation of privacy . 
The porosity of interface, the permeable area in ratio to the room size are important factors that affect the gradation level of privacy. 
Public Private 
Urban Proximity Streetlife Research 
The change of privacy level is more gentle in row houses, while the change is sharp, in podium building, everything is clearly defined, yet detached. The distribution 
of program, the permeable area in ratio to room size affect the change of privacy 
1 ^ s f f l u s ^mwMm * _ 2 « B 
rban Proximity 
The tendency of shops going up shows the possibility and flexibility of unit in building from earlier generation. The mix-use of the unit is a better utilization of space. 
nterface Porosity Streetlife Research 
The streetscape in grown street is highly permeable due to its nature in small size and without podium. This enhance the private and public relationship and create a 
intimate ambience. 
FAR，Shop Size and Unit Size Developmen 
The increase in density, variety of unit types 
Regulation: First 15 m 100% site , 
coverage. 
/\[30vei Sin range 
Unit Size 
Max. ShoD Size 
FAR 
for domestic building 
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Shum Shui Po 
Grown District 
l l l l 
lulllJta l l l l . 
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CommU^ 
Aging problem Dw ncome Low educational I eve Active wholesale, 
retail sale industry 
Streetlife Research 
Large composition o 
single household 
m J I 
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / 
/ / / y / / / / / / 
Monthly Domestic Household r<u'»nt (HK$) 
Low rent, property value 
AQ 
Because of the poor living condition, the new generation does not prefer to 
stay in the same region, so the residents in Shum Shui Po are mainly old 
people. It is very important to attractive alternative group of resident in order 
to make the region sustains. 
Low cation Leve 
It is the local character which should be maintained and act as the driving 
force for urban renewal. 
Active sale industry 
It is the local character which should be maintained and act as the driving 
force for urban renewal. The possibility to cultivate related business of 
existing sale industry has the potential to enhance the attractiveness of the 
oor Livina Condition w 
The data on income and rent shows that the area is not attractive generally, 
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Diverse Lot Size 
Summery of Streetlife Study 
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Active Sale Industry 
Unit Size 
Retail Size 
Public Space Private 
Domain 
Streetlife Research 
Street life factors 
ntimate Proportion o 
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03 Streetscape Parameters Identification 
Parameters like proportion of space, porosity of facade & size of public space are studied. 
Existing building types are evaluated based on the streetscape parameters. Urban Composition of different 
fabric in HK are studied base on streetscape parameters. 
Public Space Proportion 
Building Configuration 
Ground floor plan Ground Floor Circulation 
The accessible space and circulation on the ground plane show the important of 
back lane as a linkage between different buildings. 
〒 
tM.-ngrC.ii 'y 
Typical floor plan Zoning Plan Adapt from Hiu Ka Wai's Thesis, CUHK 2006 
Different type of plan configuration according to different type and generation 
are studied, the way to get the frontage is different in different generation of 
building. 
Public Space Proportion 






1st/2nd hand Electronic device 
Loca 
Old style Barber 
Local restaurant 
Stationary shop 









African recycling shop 




The old lady on the street 
Something potential in relation to existing program 
Artist studio 
Backpacker hostel 





Intimate Communal Space 
Public Space Proportion 
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The rich variety of small lot contrasts the gigantic podium. The different lot size allow multi-ownership of the same size of land, this in turn prevent the dominant of 
monopoly and over control of building, thus, allow for flexibility and direct interaction between people. 
•Proportion of space 
Dt Size 
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Street Profile of different building types are mapped. The profile of tenement house formed the secondary definition of the space, thus, create a smaller scale passage. 
The relationship is studied as series of relationship between Height, width and human scale. 
0 
Proportion of space 
Back Lane 




Human Scale Factor 
1.5 





No Back Lane 
The absence of back lane for the gigantic development take away the public space in the middle of buildings 
1 3 
Sign Boards subdivide the street and breaks down the scale, series of sign board create a interesting spatial sequence. It is the extension of the interior. 




Human Scale Factor 
2 , 5 
1 8 , 3 
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Proportion of space 
Street proportion study from “The aesthetic townscape - Yoshinobu Ashihara" 
Streetscape Parameters Identification 
s 
$ t r e $ t p r o p 9 r t l 9 n 
An important aspect of townscape composition 
depends on the ratio of street width to adjacent 
building height. Using D for the distance between 
buildings on both sides of the street and /-/for the 
height of the adjacent buildings, then the 
proportion D/H can be utilized as a study model for 
examining the spatial quality of the street which 
varies depending on whether D/H is greater or less 
than 1: 
嫩 ， 《 人 n - 辦 * 妒 
m Cf 破. i 1 
If D/H=l, a balance is achieved between building 
height and street width 
If D/H>1, the space opens up 
tf D/H <], the space grows increasingly intimate 
and eventually simply cramped 
D/H ratio has been used throughout history in 
different cultures. Modem architects have relied on 
the concept of D/H since the turn of the century to 
calculate proportions that will ensure sunlight and 
privacy, but they have not used it consciously as a 
technique in townscape design. Surely, D/H is not a 
supreme principle of modem architectural design， 
but it is conducive for demonstrating the Gestalt 
phenomenon in the composition of exterior space, 
particular in complexes of separate structures such 




D / H ~ 1 
Renaissance City 
D/H 〜 2 
Baroque City 
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nterface Porosity Study 
Ftisidtjiiiia 





Podium Building Tenement House 
Distance between public & private Study Streetscape Parameters Identification 
g 
Front 
s - 姬 
5 
6 2 
can understand the effect of different building type specific to its 
〕arameter: Proportion of Streetscape 
Factor: Streetscape Intimacy Building Profile 
Billboard 
Temporary Store 
Street Profile ot ditlerent building types are 
mapped. The relationship Is studied as series of 
relationship between Height, width and human 
lie. � 
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l l l l l l l l STREETSCAPE INTIMACY 
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Sign Boards subdivide ^ • ‘ * — 
the street and breaks 
down Ihe scale, series 
olsign board create a 
inleresting spatial 
erfension of the 
inlerior. 
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/ Human scale (0.5m) ratio 
arameter: Interface Porosity 
Factor: 
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8 0 % 
Back 
,狐 70,%' 
a l i 
The porosity percentage, as well as the open-
ing orientalion greatly affect the proximity 
sense. While tenement house are more 叩en 
on the first few levels, podium building are 
very enclosed. 
11 {11 丨 I 丨 11 PROXIMITY OF PUBLIC & PRIVATE 
S 气 0 % 瑪 象 》 









Intimate Communal Space 
3 0 0 — I 
5 0 0 -
m2 
Tenement House 
i l i l j l l PROXIMITY OF PUBl 
STREETSCAPE INTIN 
PUBLIC SPACE PRI' 
C& PRIVATE 
ACY 
E DOMAIN IV U 
Podium Building 
I I I 川 | | ! | | { | | { | | { | { | PROXIMITY OF PUBLIC & PRIVATE 
l i l l j l l i l i l l l i i l l l l i lSTREETSCAPE INTIMACY 
^arameler: Distance between public & Private 







The distance bet i/een domestic unit & its nearest public 
space are used a ； reference for the proximity. The prox-
imity of public & private create sense of community but 
on Ihe other han reduce the level ol privacy of unit. 
The visual dlstan ;e from unit to nearest public space is 
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Control Samples - Existing Bui ding Typology 
By analyzing the existing building typology according to the streetscape parameters identified, one 
streetlife cultivating characteristic. 
Analysing the 
existing 
〕arameter: Public Space Proportion 
Factor: Public Space Private Domain 
Publfe'shared Space 
Control Samples - Urban Composition 
The composition of different urban context in Hong Kong 
is studied. The trend shows that building from the older ^^ ^^ ^ 
generation is better for cultivating streetlife, because of _ 
its low in building height. 
However, increase in density and building height is not 
the only reasons for the decrease in streetscape activity 
level. 
With increasingly complex situation of city context, the 
tradition way of two dimensional planning and separated 
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Typ. Floor Circulation 
Parameter Variation Exercise 
3ldg. Scale jypE Public Private 
_ 邏 
Different parameters within a single module is manipulate according to level of privacy. For instance, the distance of access point from the main street varies with privacy. 
The module become transmittable in various levels, and is able to accommodate different program and needs. 
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Parameter Variation Exercise 
Comoonent Scale 





Facade opening & difection 
‘ • Direction 
Program “ _ 
Front Back 
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Parameter Variation Exercise 
Block Scale 
Type 
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Streetscape Parameters Identification s 
04 Special Study: From Billboard to Billbox 
Billboard as a space defining element are selected for further study. 
Idea of transforming billboard to billbox does not only retain its original function, but also create extra usable space. 
CANON OLYMPUS NIKON SONY PANASONIC JVC 
KOWICA PEIMTAX RICOH U / A A AKAI SMAHP PIONEER 
MINOLTA SIGMA CASIO E f a E E SANYO HITACHI FUJI 
MOTOROLA N O K I A P H I L I P S O 、 
N I K O N M I N O L T A 
Canton 
J T 東 道 , 
Observation 
Among all these parameters, billboard's unique quality attracts me for extra study. 
Billboard in Hong Kong can be dense enough to occupy the street space; retails try to have sign bigger than the others for greater attraction. 
Special Study 
Because of that, Billboard can be so dense that it defines the void and space in-between. And it defines the street space by proximity & density; thus, contribute to the 
intimate spatial quality of streetscape in grown districts. 
mpression of Hong Kong to tourists - Define streetscape space - Indicate urban public & private level 
Billboard as the secondary profile which provide extra Density of Billboard indicate distribution of commercial 
intimacy. activities, thus, indicate degree of publicity & privacy 
甲丨丨1丨丨《呢 




Shopping street in grown district Exaggerated billboard density 
D 
raximity Q f _ _ 
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nspiration - From Billboard to Billbox Special Study 
Billbox as the Alchemy: 
-Retain the billboard function 
-Create extra usable space. 
Why can't we accept what is already there and focus primarily on how to further enhance the existing streetscape quality according to its urban potential. 
The extended billboard creates potential for a 3-dimensional extension of streetscape. 
Addition of billboard, for private space 
Subtraction of existing bidg., for public space i 
An even more extreme of streetscape 
quality to cultivate an even more vibrant 
streetlife for its specific quality. 

05 Adapting Fie mp icaiion 
Any design should response to its unique condition in urban context. 
Mapping the urban attractors generates the activity field and reveals the potential 
of specific location in urban scale. 
Mapping of the urban attractors generates the activity field and reveals the. potential of specific locations in urban scale. Shum Shui Po is chosen as the testing site for 
demonstration. 
Defining Grid Program Urban Attractors 
The grown district is clearly defined in grid, the row Urban Program is mapped, and studied for their level of Programs are further defined, Ap Liu street is the major 
importance source that attracts non-local visitors. 
-MoaMsMmm 
Existing Grid Adapting Grid Adapting Field 
In west Kowloon fabric, the land is generally flat, the grid Program is assigned with specific attracting "force", the The attraction for different parties are mapped out, Ap Liu 
is pure and remain uniform. grid is treated as a field that morph accordingly. street is the major source that attract non-local visitors. 
r r = KOKR 
Front Street 
m 
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06 Parametric Exploration on Hybrid Potentia 
The 2D mapping of Activity Field is interpreted into a 3D diagram though means of parametric software. 
Urban Attractors are defined with independent attracting force, thus generate a distribution of masses with different size, 
height & density. 
The 3D diagram indicate the hybrid potential of individual location. Different hybrid generates different streetscape, and 
allows for diversity of street life. 
Steol ： Define Area & Resoluti 
steps： Assigning magnitude of attraction 
Step4: Representation of potential by Height & Size 
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07 Adapting Method in Micro Scale 
In Building Scale, I proposed addition & subtraction of solid & void as the operation. 
Addition which inspirited by billboard, for creating private space, and subtraction from existing 
building, for creating public space 
Extrude of volume f rom i Fj oatipg volQme, 
so!id:ins^ed,bytthe| • �丨 . _ • 
'phenomenon ottiillbparcj; 
in g'fqwn:和 t r 丄 c t \ % g 如 _ 游 ( 1 丨 
% 1 , 
Clear Relationship 
between the private space 
& the street space, which, 
is nowadays a common \ 
resuitfrom podiurr) m 
J e v e l o p m i n t u 1 4 a 
it< 
Proximity of Domestic 
& Commercial/Mix 
Circulation ——• • A —-1""""^  
Solid & Void Adaptation 
ypica 
Solid as private space 
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Adapting Method in Micro Scale 
Combined 
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08 Exploration & Adapting Process 
kJ 
Process from Urban Study to Building Scale, the adapting method on different architectural 
elements，the frame, the add-on, the subtraction & the circulation. 
=acade 
The concept is to add a porous 
facade to the interface, so 
different level of visibility create 
different spatial experience for 
program like domestic, mix-use 
& commercial. 
Circulation 
Add-on of circulation 
blur the interface 
between public & 
private. 
Use of the same 
vertical circulation 
increase the chance 
for random encounter 
Add-on 
The size & proportion of Add-
on massing is tested to fit in to 
existing context as well as the 
programmatic needs 
rame 
To allow for future 
adaptation, and 
also the support for 
volume & circulation, 
a structural frame is 
introduced. 
And the frame allows 
local to re-construct 
the volume and path 
from time to time. 











Exploration & Adapting Process g 
he Adapting Process 
•rame 
-Regular Frame stands on the edge of 
pedestrian path 
Frame 
-Negotiation of existing and adapting field 
•Existing building profile 
Frame to …！丨. 
-Addit ion of paths according to form of 
frame, creating variety in size of path 
Space 
-Identify mass to add on 
Space Soace 
-According to existing building profile, program -Creating node of open space above ground 

09 From Micro to Urban Scale 
Building Scale: 
Diversity of size & type of add-on, subtracted void allows diversity of program 
to fit in. 
Lots Scale: 
Different number & density of adapting method is applied according to hybrid 
potential investigated in urban scale. 
Urban Scale 
Taking Shum Shui Po as a testing site, application of various size, density & 
hybrid potential is demonstrated in urban scale. 
The application is highly flexible and applicable in other grown district. 
Mix-use Extension 
Tem. Market Seating area Playground 
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動 v i P 
0 Evaluation 
RelMhi« index 
Streetscape in t imacy 
An even more vibrant streetscape 
Index 
Evaluation 
-Mic ro Scale Application, 
Urban Scale Consideration 
Urban Consideration 
Flexible, Micro Size Add-on 
Step1: 
Big Scale Lot Zoning 
Step2: 
Build according to plot ratio 
o 
exible System allows 
or further changes 
Time 
structure and add-
on are changeable 
by the local. 
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